We consider three approximate expressions for the entropy of a single-particle fluid that require as input only the pair-correlation function g(r). By evaluating numerically these entropy estimates, for several model interparticle interactions of varying range, we examine the accuracy of these expressions compared to the "exact" entropy determined from computer simulation. With the exception of the onecomponent plasma at very low densities, the entropy of all systems studied can be approximated within 10% of the exact value for fluid densities up to 95% of the freezing density, with the agreement improving for the shorter-ranged potentials. For hard spheres, a preliminary extension to third-order terms is presented. PACS number(s): 61.20.6y, 65.50.+m 
I. INTRODUCTION AND THEORY
For a system with known pairwise-additive interactions, some thermodynamic quantities, such as the pressure and average potential energy, may be calculated exactly from knowledge of the two-particle correlation functions alone. For this reason, such quantities may be determined in a straightforward manner from computer simulations or integral equation theories. On the other hand, the corresponding expressions for important quantities such as the entropy (and, therefore, the free energy) involve not only the pair-correlation functions, but have additional contributions from multiparticle correlations of all orders. Since information about multiparticle correlations for n~3 is either lacking or extremely difficult to obtain, it is important to know the degree to which the entropy can be approximated when the multiparticle contributions beyond the two-particle terms are ignored.
In this paper, we investigate three approximate expressions for the total entropy of a liquid. These approximations are evaluated for five model systems, the classical one-component plasma (OCP), the inverse sixth-power and inverse twelfth-power liquids, the Lennard-Jones liquid, and the hard-sphere model (both "exactly" and within the Percus-Yevick approximation). Although these approximations appear earlier in the literature [1 -3] , we believe their importance and utility has not been understood or explained, especially in the case of the incompressible liquid approximation.
For a closed system with constant volume V, temperature T, and particle number N, an expression for the en- tropy in terms of the canonical ensemble multiparticle correlation functions was derived in 1952 by Green [4] using an expansion due to Kirkwood [5] :
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where A in Eq. (2) is the thermal wavelength. In 1958, Nettleton and Green [6] derived the corresponding expression for an open system (particle number not fixed), using grand-canonical correlation functions.
In a much later paper, Raveche [7] presented a simpler derivation of the Nettleton-Green expression which allows for easier evaluation of the higher-order terms. To third order, this grand-canonical expression is GC 0 (2)
Nk GC +SGC SGC s Gc = -, ' -ln(pA'), [8] .
In the grand-canonical ensemble, the n-particle correlation functions g'"'(r". . . , r") approach unity as the distance between all of the particle pairs becomes large.
On the other hand, for the canonical ensemble correlation functions, this asymptotic value differs from unity by a correction factor that is proportional to the isothermal compressibility and inversely proportional to the system size. For example, the canonical pair-correlation function exhibits the following asymptotic behavior as the pair separation is increased: gc '(r1, r2)~1 --+0,r1 -r2~~~, 1 (9) In a recent paper, Baranyai and Evans [1] showed that the additional correction terms in the grand-canonical entropy expression, when evaluated using the canonical correlation functions, sum exactly to - 
+ ring (12) where
To our knowledge, this approximation has not previously been evaluated numerically for any system. Note that
In liquid phase statistical mechanics, usually only the pair-correlation function is known for a given system. Hence the entropy expression [Eqs. (5) - (8)] is usually truncated after the second-order term, yielding the following approximate expression for the reduced excess entropy per particle: [1] .
In the remainder of this paper, we evaluate the above three approximations to the entropy for the following systems: hard spheres (Sec. II), inverse-power potentials (Sec. III), and the Lennard-Jones potential (Sec. IV).
Comparison with the known exact entropy yields a precise calculation of the region of validity of each expression. We emphasize that in all three approximations, the only input is the two-particle correlation function. Each could be improved by addition of the appropriate threeparticle correlation function information [13, 10] .
II. RESULTS AND HARD SPHERES
The hard-sphere potential, defined by is a natural first choice to test the various entropy expressions for several reasons. First, the interparticle potential energy for any realizable configuration is zero for this potential, and hence the excess Helmholtz free energy is purely entropic. Secondly, the existence of very good, approximate, closed-form expressions for the thermodynamic and structural properties simplifies greatly the actual numerical evaluations. In addition, due to the lack of a natural energy scale, all excess thermodynamic quantities are functions solely of the density p.
We consider two separate analytic theories for the structure and thermodynamics of hard spheres. The first is an analytic solution of the Percus-Yevick (PY) integral equation [14] , derived independently by Wertheim [15] and Thiele [16] . This approximation is accurate for densities up to about 80% of the freezing density. The explicit analytic expression for the Percus-Yevick g '(r) can be found in Ref. [17] . The reduced excess entropy per particle within this approximation is (16) FIG. 1 high densities near freezing must be the result of a fortuitous cancellation of the three-particle term by the (as yet unknown) four-body and higher multiparticle contributions.
III. INVERSE-POWER POTENTIALS
The inverse-power potential is defined to be U(r)=e(r/o )", and contains both the hard-sphere system discussed above (n = oo ) and the familiar classical one-component plasma (n=1) as limiting cases. This series of purely repulsive model potentials has two properties useful for the current study. First, all excess thermodynamic properties can be shown [22] to be functions of a single, combined density/temperature variable yn =p'(T*) "=pa (kT/E) Therefore the two-dimensional temperature-density space collapses onto a one-dimensional line, reducing greatly the computational work required for a thorough study.
The second important property of this potential series is the fact that, by varying n, the range of the potential can change dramatically. Thus we are able to study how the accuracy of each second-order entropy expression is affected by the range of the interparticle potential.
In this study, we consider three members of this potential family (in addition to the n =~h ard-sphere system examined above in Sec. III). These are the short-ranged n =12 "soft-sphere" fluid, the intermediate n =6 For n =12 and 6, the plots are given as functions of y" in units of the value of y" f at freezing, which are 1.15 [22] and 2.29 [24] for n =12 and 6, respectively. For the OCP system, the plots in Fig. 6 are given as functions of ryrf, where the freezing point 1 f =180 [25] . Note again that the raw data are included in the tables, so that they may be reused if more accurate freezing data become available. Figure 4 for n = 12 resembles closely the plots for hard spheres ( Fig. 2 and 3 (ZE) 477p kT 3 (20) where Ze is the charge on a given particle. Since I is a function of y" it follows from the above that all excess thermodynamic quantities are functions of I alone.
For the n=12 and 6 potentials, the values of s' ', s' '+s""I, and s'"' are given in Table II as for three different approximations:
s' ' (circles), s' '+s""I' (squares), and s'"' (triangles). The exact excess entropy is given by the solid line in both plots. The freezing point I f for this system is 180 [25] .
IV. THE LENNARD-JONES LIQUID
ing from about 20% in hard spheres to almost 40% in the OCP. Finally, for the incompressible limit approximation, the location of the minimum in the relative error is shifted in the same manner as for s' ' but its magnitude decreases, thereby increasing the range of validity of the incompressible limit. This of course corresponds to the observed relative incompressibility of these liquids at these densities.
We note that the increase in the range of validity for s'"' compensates for the decrease in the region of validity of the ring approximation. Hence, if one considers the function max[s'"', s' '+s""s] as an approxiination to the entropy at all densities, one obtains a relative error of 10% or less over the full fluid and liquid range (except for the low-density OCP for which the relative error is a few percent higher). For the present study, the existence of the coexistence region and the divergence of the compressibility near the critical point divides the temperature range into three regions. For temperatures between the triple point and the critical point, the dense liquid region is narrow and sandwiched between the liquid/gas and liquid/solid regions. The second regiop includes temperatures above criticality but low enough that the thermodynamic behavior is influenced by the presence of the critical point singularity. In this region, the compressibility along an isotherm is not a monotonically decreasing function of the density, but instead exhibits a maximum at the point of closest approach to the critical point. The third region covers temperatures far enough above the critical point that the isotherm is unaffected by its presence; here the compressibility is a monotonically decreasing function of density, as it is in the purely repulsive systems. Here the repulsive part of the potential is dominant and the behavior of the various approximate expressions for the entropy should be similar to that of the shorter-ranged inverse-power systems.
We study the Lennard-Jones (LJ) system at three reduced temperatures, T'=kT/a=1. 15 [30] .
V. DISCUSSION Several general trends are observed in the data. First, the range of applicability of the "ring" expression decreases as the range of interparticle interaction increases. The origin of this trend is due probably to the highly connected diagrams that are omitted from this approximation. These terms, like the "ring" diagrams, are nonzero within the GSA and will contribute at moderate densities. As the interaction range increases, the relative importance of such terms wi11 increase, and hence decrease the accuracy of the ring expression at a fixed density.
Secondly, the error in the incompressible limit approximation, s'"', has the same general behavior for all systems. At low densities, the deviation from the exact excess entropy is large, due to the large compressibility of the system. As the density is increased, this deviation decreases until it reaches a minimum and begins to increase again. For the systems studied, when the value of the dimensionless inverse compressibility, k, reaches about 15, the accuracy of the incompressible limit expression for the excess entropy is approximately 5% (see Fig. 1 ). For the short-ranged systems, the magnitude of the deviation is nearly zero at the minimum, and the approximation is nearly exact for a large region of densities just below freezing. At densities near freezing, the breakdown of the superposition approximation causes the deviation to rise. As the range of the interaction is increased, the minimum in the relative error is shifted toward lower densities relative to the freezing density. Moreover it is displaced downward so that it intersects the exact curve instead of being tangent to it as with the shorter-ranged potentials. The shifting of the minimum to lower densities is due to the fact that the compressibility at a given density relative to the freezing density decreases as the range of the interaction is increased, thereby lowering the densities at which this approximation begins to be valid, thus compensating for the decrease in the range of validity of the ring approximation.
In summary, from the above comparisons for various systems in the previous three sections, we see that the ring approximation together with the incompressible limit expression yields substantial improvement over the simple second-order truncation expression s' ' in the calculation of the excess entropy, while still requiring only the very same input, namely, the pair-correlation function. By constructing an excess entropy function that is equal to the larger (that is, less negative) of s' '+s""s and s'"', the excess entropy of the fluid for all systems studied (except the OCP at very low densities) is estimated to within 10% or less for densities below about 95% of the freezing density.
As discussed in Sec. II, recent calculations of the three-body contribution to the entropy, s' ', for hard spheres by Baranyai and Evans [21] shows that the relative accuracy of the two-particle entropy expression at densities near the freezing point is significantly diminished upon addition of the three-particle term. Therefore the success of the two-particle results at these densities seems to be due to a fortuitous and, judging from our present results, seemingly universal cancellation of the three-body terms by the four-body and higher multiparticle contributions.
Further analysis of the higher-order terms and the nature of this cancellation of errors is thus warranted and is underway.
